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By discovering unconscious ritualistic actions in
everyday driving such as preparing for the morning
commute, we seek design opportunities to help people
achieve critical emotional transitions such as moving
from an anxious state to relief. We have gathered and
analysed data from workshops and phone interviews
from a variety of vehicle and public transport users to
capture these key ritualistic scenarios and map their
emotional transitions. Design ideation is used to
generate concepts for improving the in-vehicle user
experience through redesign of vehicle layout,
environment and analogue and digital interfaces. We
report a set of human-centred design approaches that
allow us to study the details of action, objects, people,
emotions and meaning for typical car users which are
indispensable for designing driving experiences and are
often overlooked by the car design process.
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Example Future Driving
Scenario Rituals

Social or technology
trend: In 2025 more people
could use vehicle sharing
services instead of owning
their own car, a potentially
even more attractive model
as society ages.
Scenario: An elderly couple
who live in south London are
driving to a location they
have never been before in
Oxford. After getting into the
car, they spend 10 minutes in
the front seats organising the
area to make themselves
relaxed and comfortable for
the journey, preparing for
things that might happen that
they are looking forward to
and that they are afraid of.
Ritual achievement: The
emotional transition rituals
help the couple feel safe and
calm. The ritualistic
organisation enables them to
set their expectations and
prepare for the unknown
journey.

CCS Concepts
Human-centered computing: Human computer
interaction (HCI): HCI design and evaluation methods:
user studies

sense of control. Our research aims to identify several
key ritualistic driving scenarios with rich design
opportunities to improve driver and passenger’s
experiences by managing emotional transitions.

Introduction

Ritual, routine and habit

Our research is rooted from a vision of using ‘emotions
as affective artefacts’ [7] to explore human vehicle
experiences as ‘artefacts are instrumental in problemsolving, decision-making and sense-making; users
generate emotion as a way to minimise errors,
interpret functionality, or obtain relief from the
complexity of a task’. The objective of this research is
to address emotions as conduit for problem solving
such as relieving stress and understanding prompts and
buttons, delivering sensations such as the joy of
driving, and serving as a basis for decision making such
as ‘Should I keep my own bubble to exacerbate my
loneliness while driving?’ and other emotional
transitions. Rituals for vehicle driving experiences
emerged and attracted us as an unexplored area of
automotive design with rich potential for improving
driver’s and passenger’s emotional states. Ritual has
grown from its traditional and religious roots and been
extended into today’s lose organised routine behaviour
and habit as it has been argued that ‘Many current
definitions of ritual are unsatisfactory because they
myopically restrict ritual experience to religious or
mystical contexts’ [5]. The ritualistic driving
experiences we define in our research are repeated,
symbolic and meaningful behaviour or performance to
help emotional transition, reduce stress, refresh and
reset the mind. Rituals are performed in a particular
order whether ancient or modern, religious or secular.
In the context of drivers or passengers, they use order
to create comfort, feelings of safety and provide a

Rituals are often performed without deliberate thought
to the rationale that guides them. They are ‘functional
through their performance, apart from their content’
[2]. Ritual ‘alleviates human anxiety’ [3], and aims to
‘get those (repeated) actions right’ [4]. ‘Rituals can be
grand, dramatic things or personal ones. Either way,
rituals help people to understand the world, cope with
transitions, express strong emotions, and build their
own life story’ [8]. Ritual can be a ‘collective sense of
identity and integration among participants’ [1] which
forms social activities and experiences and can be very
personal in everyday life. Commonly people use ‘rituals’
interchangeably with ‘routines’, but there is an
important difference: unlike routines, rituals have
meaning. Ritual is about moment, narrative, meaning,
gestures and sequence. Habits are behaviours that
people repeat and are the ‘invisible architecture of daily
life’ [6]. In an automotive context habits include
fastening a seat belt and making sure the lights are
switched off after turning off the engine. Our research
to date has found ritualist driver and passenger
experiences are mostly focusing on settling into the
car, turning on music, tidying up and cleaning the car.

Methodology
In order to identify key ritualistic driver and passenger
scenarios, we conduct telephone interviews, enactment
and ideation workshops, and will follow up with
shadowing observations. These methods are structured
to involve users in the vehicle experience design

process with researchers and designers, recalling and
reflecting on their journey details.

Figure 1: The cardboard
props workshop participants
choose and used for enacting
their journey.

Figure 2: Workshop
participants showed what
objects they carry for their
everyday commute.

Figure 3: Journey map
template participants
completed with facilitators
after enactment workshop
role playing sessions.

Telephone interviews to capture what people think
about ritual/routine experiences in general and specific
ritualistic experiences regarding their daily
transportation were performed with 21 drivers and
public transport users (11 male, 10 female, 20 to 80
years old). The twenty-minute interviews covered
transport scenarios including commutes, social travel,
long distance travel, driving with children and car
rental.
Enactment workshops looked for specific examples of
ritualistic repeated behaviours that people perform
before, during and after journeys. Six participants were
invited in the workshops. Each workshop participant
works with a research facilitator to go through a
particular journey using a journey map template (figure
3) and are asked to recall a journey, name it, and
identify events and times within it. The sessions include
three layers of investigation to understand participant’s
driver or passenger experiences in depth. The first
layer covers conditions of the experience such as time,
action, place, objects (figure 2) and people. The second
layer looks at the senses involved and emotions
triggered. The third layer is for facilitator and
participant to explore the meaning of the ritualistic
experience such as purpose, meaning beyond function,
and significance within the participant’s life. Six people
representing typical demographic groups from
experienced driver to new driver, cyclist to walker have
so far participated. They were asked to bring an object
related to repeated personal or meaningful habits when
they travelled to the workshop. During the workshop,
they shared stories of rituals related to or beyond the
object. Then they were asked to choose cardboard

props (figure 1) together with the object they brought
to mimic the physical movements of their journey. After
the enactment session, they sat down to fill in a
journey map template with the facilitator and talked
about the meaning of the shared ritualistic experience
and reflect on achievements.
The ideation workshops immerse designers with
evidence of ritualistic transport experiences collected at
the telephone interviews and enactment workshops to
generate future facing scenarios for individual or
socialized driver and passenger experiences taking into
consideration changing technology and social trends.
Follow up shadowing observations will be conducted as
we identify gaps in the narrative of behaviours outlined
by participants at enactment workshops. This additional
detail will be used to complete the descriptions of
journeys and their rituals as described to the
investigators and fed through to the designers using
these detailed journey maps to inform their work. Such
subprojects include redesigning the layout of driver’s
operational environments including dashboards, central
consoles and other reachable items, as our
understanding of the sequence of actions as drivers
prepare for driving and organise their environment in
the context of their rituals improve.

Initial findings
Telephone interviews
Telephone interviews were used to understand the
generalities of how people think about rituals in life and
transportation and to design the enactment workshops.
The findings capture a cross section of the experiences
of users of public transportation and drivers of private
cars, a small selection of which can be found in the
sidebar on the next page.

Example telephone
interview findings

Where are rituals being
practiced?
Car based rituals (38%)
Other transport rituals (23%)
e.g. bus, tube and cycling
Non-transport rituals (39%)
e.g. preparing an overnight
bag, reading before sleep
When do rituals happen?
Before journeys (41%)
During journeys (52%)
After journeys (7%)
Popular drivers of
ritualistic experiences
Preparation and sense of
accomplishment (43%)
Time to myself and emotional
transition moments (33%)
Power to control (33%)

Enactment workshops
Four example ritualistic scenarios related to driving and
passenger experiences are briefly described below, with
detailed information about their significance for mind
resetting, mood transition, everyday life and wellbeing
currently being collected to support future design work.
‘Daily Me Time’ refined from a 40-minute regular
journey as a mother drives while listening to a podcast
to pick up her daughter. She describes this is as ‘me
time’ and ‘a nice way to end the day’.
‘Escapism from everyday life’ refined from a 4-hour
long distance trip with one hour of preparation split
between the car and home for a couple and their two
daughters. The preparation becomes ritualistic as the
organisation of food and childcare items creates calm,
satisfaction and relief. The ritual conversation between
the couple is described as time ‘getting back to us’, ‘a
therapy session’ and ‘getting rid of daily cr**’.
‘Building confidence for driving’ refined from a 2hour stressful driving lesson. A learner driver describes
coping with anxiety by arranging personal belongings,
comfortable clothes, and minimising instructor
conversation to aid concentration, and she always
wants to look good after the stressful lessons.
‘Control and safety’ refined from a daily commute,
the driver’s ritualistic actions include switching on the
satnav, dashcam, radio, head-up display and cleaning
the windscreen and windows to make himself feel
happy. ‘I take care of the car, so it takes care of me’.
Ideation workshop
The ideation workshop ran with seven designers and
researchers, generating scenarios illustrating step by
step how people achieve good driving and passenger
experiences, inspiring designs to fulfil their

unarticulated needs. Emotional transitions, journey
preparation and ‘me time’ were selected from the
interviews and enactment workshop as directions
requiring more consideration. The designers identified
four future facing themes around which to sketch
image-based ritualistic scenarios for informing future
design opportunities for automotive design:
‘Negotiation and conversation space’ designs for
improving how drivers and passengers dynamically
interact within the front seat space.
‘Mental planning and space preparation’ design
opportunities for settling drivers and passengers
physically and mentally in the vehicle, connecting them
positively with the upcoming journey.
‘Playful in-vehicle actions’ addressing opportunities
to use vehicle spaces to encourage people to interact
with inner surfaces, sounds and the outside scenery.
‘Extension of driver’s body’ design opportunities for
improving driving interfaces such as the steering wheel,
pedals, gear stick, and heads up displays.

Future work
The design research team will address the four ideation
workshop generated scenarios through designs which
are then prototyped to test feasibility. Follow up
shadowing observations will be used to better
understand driver and passenger’s step by step actions
and difficulties. The prototype designs will be
interactive objects and video demonstrations to
communicate the design for ritualistic driver and
passenger experiences to help the research team gain
feedback from stakeholders such as automobile
companies.
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